
China
Autocracy. Authoritarian. FDR. Four Freedoms speech. Freedom of speech and 
expression. Freedom to worship god in own way. Freedom from want. Freedom from 
fear. Spheres of influence. Economy. Military. Global diplomacy. Technology. Education. 
Infrastructure. Free markets. Democratic principles. Rule of law. Self-determination. CCP 
does not want conflict. No confrontation. Win-win cooperation. Four modernizations. 
One belt one road. Dual circulation. Mass migration back to countryside. State 
capitalism. China stocks on the US markets. Tiananmen memorials. Jack Ma. Alibaba. 
Ant. Alibaba, Ant face crackdowns from Chinese regulators.. Xi’s vision and pushback. 
Ethnic assimilation. Ethnic fusion. Ninety percent Han Chinese culture is dominant. 
Thousands of new police stations. Police Tactical Unit. WeChat powerful surveillance 
tool. Advanced surveillance technology. Founder International Company. Bank accounts. 
Social Media. Cell phones. Network of internment camps. Political purge to erase pro-
democracy groups. Curtailing freedoms in Hong Kong. Fewer allowances for minorities or 
residents of Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Fifty-three arrests in Hong Kong. Communist Hong 
Kong. Speedboat escape. Fifty-five officially recognized ethnic minorities. Xinjiang’s 
cotton fields. Constant watch on Turkic Muslims. Guangxi and the Zhuang. Animist-based 
faith. Military-style training in Tibet. Inner Mongolia expanding Mandarin-language
education. Finance markets. IPOs. Capital inflows into stocks and bonds. Sixteen-point 
eight percent of global GDP. Fourteen-point two percent of global GDP in twenty sixteen. 
Relocating manufacturing is difficult. Supply chains are impacted. Behind the Great 
Firewall of China. Internet vs. Chinanet. Cat equals censorship. Mouse equals netizens. 
River crab equals censorship. SOPA, PIPA, ACTA, TPP, ITU are bad cats say friends of the 
mouse. Parasitic state-owned enterprises. Huawei and Bytedance are not state owner. 
Block and clone is the China strategy. Reduce reliance on foreign companies. Allows 
domestic companies to fight it out until a national champion emerges and nurture it by 
blocking foreign competition. Target international bodies which set standards to allow 
differing manufacturer’s technology work together. Cell Phones. Artificial Intelligence. 
Facial Recognition. Biggest surplus in current accounts. Aging population. Increasing 
labor costs. Credit defaults. Decrease in private innovation. US GDP is fifty percent 
greater than China’s GDP. Relocating manufacturing is difficult. Great impact on supply 
chains. Naval Expansion in South China Sea. Economic pressure on US allies. Intellectual 
property violations. Cybersecurity violations. Trigger “systemic risks from China’s 
financial systems. Xi is an autocrat not a globalist. Expansive, hyper nationalistic vision of 
China’s future. Crushed critics and potential rivals. Scrapped presidential term limits. 
Party is dominant force in all fields. Mass mobilization. Totalitarian social controls.. 
European countries want to curb Chinese access to customers, technology, and sensitive 
infrastructure. Building advanced semiconductor manufacturing capability. Climate 
change. Need to build an alliance of democracies.


